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ANNOTATION 

The problem of safe operation of SG heat exchanging tubes, of both economical and effective 
control of their state is still important these days. Issues connected with peculiarities of methods of SG 
tubes inspection, automated analysis of the inspection results, tubes state analysis and development 
of algorithms of forecasting their state are considered in this report. 

The need for effective use of extensive data arrays on SG operation has led to the necessity 
of creating software tools for collection, storage and analysis of these data. The data-analytical system 
“NPP Steam Generators” meant for data systematization and visualization as well as various types of 
analyses of data on eddy current inspection of WWER-440 and WWER-1000 SG tubes is presented in 
this report. 

The main possibilities of the data-analytical system (DAS), the code current state and 
prospects of its development are shown. 

The main fields of DAS application are considered and some results of its practical use are 
mentioned, namely, in the field of forecasting SG tubes state. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Horizontal steam generators are used at Russian NPPs with PWR RP, which have a widely-
known name of their own – WWER. Vertical steam generators are used in the rest of the world. Both 
concepts have their advantages and disadvantages, but the most important thing is that due to this 
difference mutual exchange of experience has become rather difficult. 

A few years ago our organization took part in the development of the international data base 
on steam generators for IAEA, but this project was not completed. However, OKB "Gidropress" 
decided to complete this project concentrating on Russian steam generators only. Two years ago the 
first version of DAS "NPP Steam Generators" was commissioned and widely used at all NPPs and in 
some other Russian organizations. Using this DAS allowed us to considerably increase understanding 
of many complex problems of degradation of SG heat exchanging tubes, to evaluate efficiency of 
corrective actions, to optimize the scope and periodicity of tube inspection. 

DAS "NPP Steam Generators" gives an opportunity to store and efficiently and regularly 
complete data bases with various types of information, mainly with information on eddy current 
inspections of heat exchanging tubes of all SGs in Russia. It allows one to analyze and reflect 
information in various cartograms, tables, graphs for each type of inspection both separately and in 
relation to time.  

DAS made it possible to determine a number of rules in the location of defects along the cross 
section of the tube bundle and the tube length, to determine a number of parameters allowing one to 
evaluate degradation intensity. 

 
 

2 HORIZONTAL STEAM GENERATORS  

As is known, horizontal steam generators (HSG) of WWER type are used in Russian reactor 
plants. The concept of the horizontal arrangement of steam generators was chosen many years ago, 
and now, as time passes, we can easily speak of its advantages. 
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As water and steam velocities are too small, degradation of heat exchanging tubes due to 
vibration wear and ingress of foreign objects into SG is excluded at HSG. As the bundle of heat 
exchanging tubes is located horizontally, and the secondary steam has upward vertical movement, the 
efficiency of heat transfer is maximum. The secondary water has natural circulation, which does not 
create any additional stressed states for the tubes and minimizes tube corrosion. 

HSG in the horizontal position are larger than vertical steam generators (VSG). But this is 
made for by a small height of HSG and a convenient arrangement of utility systems, easy access to all 
SG systems during inspections, service and corrective activities. 

Moreover, the material selected for HSG proved to be most effective, whereas the choice of 
material for VSG tubes was poor. Time is coming when almost all 350 VSG with tubes of 600MA will 
be replaced. All PGV-440 tubes out of 174 work without replacement. Fewer than 30 SG out of 112 
PGV were replaced. The most durable SGs in the world are the six SGs of Unit 3 at Novovoronezh 
NPP. They are 37 years old. Heat exchanging tubes of "Loviisa-1" and "Loviisa-2" NPPs, Finland, are 
in a perfect state. They are 31 years old. Altogether 74 heat exchanging tubes (from 2 to 14 tubes at 
SG) were plugged at 12 SGs of these two units by the end of 2006. 

There have been no cases of tube corrosion on the primary side, no cases of corrosion in 
the expander area, no denting for the whole period of HSG operation. 

A detailed comparison of HSG and VSG is given in [1]. 
Russia (the designer of steam generators for NPP with WWER is OKB “GIDROPRESS") 

began using both stainless steel for heat exchanging tubes and the horizontal concept of SG at the 
first NPP with WWER. It continues doing it in the new projects as well.  

3 HISTORY OF CREATION OF DATA-ANALYTICAL SYSTEM  

Most world companies practicing eddy current inspections of heat exchangers are mainly 
interested in quick and easy performance. As a result – developing in eddy current inspection codes 
such functions which make it possible to minimize loss of time when collecting eddy current data, 
facilitate work of analysts, improve the quality of their work. Due to this fact, an analysis of the 
inspection results from the point of view of SG state evaluation, especially SG state dynamics, is 
developed less or is not developed at all in these codes. 

Unlike these companies we do not perform inspections and initial analyses of signals. On 
receiving the inspection results we evaluate the SG general state and dynamics of changes in this 
state, give recommendations on the scope of inspection and criteria of heat exchanging tubes 
plugging, estimate the efficiency of corrective actions. That is why the functions of DSA “NPP Steam 
Generators” are mainly dedicated to the problem of storage and analysis of the results of eddy current 
inspections rather than to signal processing. 

Activities on the development of an international data base on steam generators were started in 
1999. The first version of this data system was issued together with IBRAE RAN in 2000. A full 
description of this system is given in [2]. The main window of the very first version of the code is given 
in Fig. 1: 
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Figure 1 – The main window of the first version of the international data base on steam generators  
 

In 2002 the development of the first version of the code was completed, the data bases were 
filled with inspection information. We were planning to receive information on cartograms of foreign 
SGs as well as inspection data from participating countries. However, our cooperation with IAEA was 
interrupted at this stage, although IAEA experts gave not only a large number of comments and 
suggestions, but also made positive reports about this code. Most comments and suggestions were 
taken into account during the development of DAS for steam generators in Russia.   

DAS “NPP Steam Generators” was developed by a small group of programmers. The author 
of this report also took part in the development. The leading programmers were Averin Andrey and 
Kostenko Alexey. My role in the work consisted in testing the code and writing technical 
documentation, namely, operational manuals. The very difficult object – steam generator deficiency, 
eddy current inspection of heat exchanging tubes – required not only working with experienced 
consultants, but also a special training of the programmers. Two programmers finished a training 
course in Croatia and obtained certificates of eddy current inspection analysts. It would be impossible 
to create DAS without a serious study of such a specific field as eddy current inspection of heat 
exchanging tubes by our programmers. 

Apart from this, the development of the code entailed a detailed study of SG design features, 
various nuances connected with operation. 

The main aims and purposes, pursued during the development of the code, were defined as 
follows: 

− to provide an adaptable format for storing SG eddy current inspection data  
− to provide import of data from code “AIDA” output files, and in future – from files of any 

codes used at NPP  
− to provide visual display of indications on SG heat exchanging tubes  
− to provide a possibility of calculation and graphic representation of important statistic 

parameters  
− the model of giving data of SG eddy current inspection should be easily modified and 

allow easy realization of new image forms and data statistic analyses. 
− to provide export of any information to formats convenient for future processing and 

analysis. 
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4 MAIN CAPABILITIES OF THE SYSTEM  

 The second version of DAS, which had a new interface, a wider possibility of export and 
import, an increased analytical capability etc., was completed in 2005. 

The code allows entering, editing, storing main data on SG operation for a subsequent 
detailed analysis and detection of reasons for defect formation, determination of the velocity of their 
growth, evaluation of the effect of various parameters of SG operation on degradation processes, and 
finally – for SG life control. 
 The analysis of the dynamics of SG HET degradation performed with help of DAS SG allowed 
us to determine a number of rules, which can become a basis for HET state forecasting. At the 
moment the code allows entering, editing and storing the following data: main data on SG, 
thermotechnical characteristics, SG manufacturing and operation, unit shutdowns, operational 
parameters, transients, water chemistry inspection, washing, cleaning and deactivation, leaks in 
condensers, corrective reagents, contamination, secondary equipment, inspection of the equipment 
metal: vessel, collectors, pipelines, data on maintenance of this equipment. But the main part of this 
code is the data on eddy current inspection results and an analysis of the data on eddy current 
inspection of SG HET. 

Data on eddy current inspection are given in SG cartograms. A cartogram has a great number 
of image adjustment options. It is important that intergrated data on SG are also calculated in the 
code, namely: scope of inspection, number of indications, number of plugged tubes and so on.  
 The interface of a cartogram of one of DAS steam generators is given in Figure 2: 

 
Figure 2 – SG cartogram  

 
 The code contains data on each defect of each heat exchanging tube of each steam generator 
of each unit of all Russian NPPs. There are parameters of electric signals obtained from each of these 
defects and all data on their location for each defect of a specific HET. 
 In order to open the table with a list of defects you should click on any HET in the cartogram or 
enter the coordinates of the tube in the special slots (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 – Data on SG specific tube, “List of defects” 

 
 Data on defects on each single HET is presented graphically as well (Figure 4): the diagrams 
show how the parameters of electric signals on this defect change from one inspection to the next.  
 The dynamics of amplitude deviation and phase of signal of the defect which has been under 
observation for 9 years is shown in Figure 4. The defect was absent at this coordinate before (up to 
1999). 
 A diagram of depth variation of this defect (in percentage terms from HET wall thickness) is 
given in Fig. 5. HET with similar defects may remain in operation at SG for decades. 

It is these long observations of single defects that provide a lot of information on the 
mechanisms and features of degradation, and allow one to develop models for forecasting HET state. 
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Фаза индикации
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Figure 4 – Diagram of change in the phase and amplitude of defect signal on a single HET  
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Figure 5 – Diagram of change in the defect depth on a single HET 
 

Apart from this, the code filled with data on HET eddy current inspections performs various 
types of analyses: 

− simple statistic analysis: division of defects into types, locations, depths, spacing grids, 
inspection areas etc. 
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− determination of dynamic characteristics of SG state and their display in the form of 
diagrams: analysis of defect growth velocities, formation of new defects, determination of average 
depth and amplitude of defects etc. 

Examples of these functions are given in Fig. 6-9: 
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Fig. 6 – Diagrams of division of defects into types  
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Fig. 7 – Diagram of distribution of defects in depth 
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Скорость роста дефектов  за период между смежными ППР, % утонения стенки
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Fig. 8 – Defect growth velocities  

 
Средняя глубина дефектов
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Fig. 9 – Average values of depth and amplitude of defects at PM  
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5 SCOPES OF APPLICATION  
 
 DAS keeps a great amount of structured data, that is why any specialist at any moment may 
have access to data on each SG, and relevant data is available on each HET, which is very important 
in the field of HET corrosion tracking. 
 DAS allowed analysts, plant personnel, and of course the organization which designed NPP 
SG to observe the SG state, as visual display of data in the form of cartograms, diagrams and graphs 
is very demonstrative and informative. DAS is used for planning areas and scopes of inspection for 
each steam generator separately. 
 DAS is used for evaluation of the inspection results and determination of SG HET state. More 
details are given in [3]. 
 The code allows tracking new defects, their growth and change of their parameters in time. A 
possibility of watching defects and their parameters led to an alternative method of tube plugging. It is 
a depth criterion that is currently used in Russia, but DAS helped us to understand that depth is not an 
objective criterion of defect hazard. Having analyzed both our own and foreign experience we were 
able to put to the discussion the issue of change-over to the amplitude criterion of HET plugging in 
Russia. 
 In modern life it has become important to forecast states of technical equipment in various 
spheres of technology. Steam generators are not an exception. The problem of determination of SG 
life interests many Russian specialists, who somehow or other deal with the subject of tube corrosion 
and SG operation. But no forecast is possible without the knowledge of the equipment current state 
and its operational background. The information about the past needs to be processed before 
anything can be predicted. The code has brought us much closer to solving this problem.  
 
 
 
6  AIMS AND PROSPECTS 

 
Irrelevance, irregularity of information, incompleteness, and in some cases inaccuracy of 

data as well as different data formats are the main issues arising during code operation, which need to 
be solved. The mere existence of a data system and its capability cannot solve the problem of data 
deficit or its validity.  

Normative documents regulating data transfer are not available for all cases so far. Solving 
these problems is the main task for specialists interested in data urgency. Automated reading and 
continuous data transfer from censors measuring SG operation parameters may be realized in the 
near future.  

There are many nuances concerning tube inspection. An inspection can be performed by 
different facilities, after which the data are processed by analysts. At this stage there are differences in 
eddy current facilities and peculiarities of data processing. This difference creates obstacles for data 
processing in formats different from those used in eddy current inspection codes AIDA. However, 
details of inspection and data processing are very well known at Russian NPPs, there are good data 
transfer channels, which makes the monitoring of SG state generally satisfactory.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
This report considers DAS SG developed at OKB “Gidropress”, Russia. This system is a 

specific software product, which contains a multi-table data base, which allows storing, importing and 
exporting large amounts of various data. Its most essential function is an analysis of data of eddy 
current inspection of SG heat exchanging tubes. This important problem is mainly solved in the 
operable version of the code. The analytical ability of the version being developed now will be 
significantly increased. Such functions as inspection planning, forecasting of SG HET state are 
planned to be included in DAS. 
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